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PC Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips &ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Covering both Windows and Linux, PC  Hacks combines the bestselling Hacks series style  with the world's most popular computing hardware. Hacks for  enhancing performance and preventing problems with your PC  include overclocking CPU and video cards, tweaking RAM  timing, selecting the best performing components,...

		

Skype Hacks: Tips & Tools for Cheap, Fun, Innovative Phone ServiceO'Reilly, 2005
If you've heard about Skype--and who hasn't with all the recent media attention devoted to internet telephone services--chances are you've been mighty tempted to try it out. Skype Hacks tells you what all the Skype hype is about, explains the basics, and shows you more than 100 clever tips and...


		

CSS Cookbook, 3rd Edition (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

	
		What people are saying about CSS Cookbook

	
		"Christopher's fantastic cookbook will give you solutions to pretty much all of the CSS problems you'll come up against in your day-to-day web design work, saving you bags of time and frustration. This guy is one of the industry's brightest minds --...







		

Data-Driven Security: Analysis, Visualization and DashboardsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Uncover hidden patterns of data and respond with countermeasures


	Security professionals need all the tools at their disposal to increase their visibility in order to prevent security breaches and attacks. This careful guide explores two of the most powerful ? data analysis and visualization. You'll soon understand how to...


		

Hacking del.icio.usJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
I wrote this book with tinkerers in mind—that is to say, tinkerers of various levels of familiarity with del.icio.us in particular and Web development skill in general.Whether you’re just getting on your way to being a power user at del.icio.us, or whether you’re a hardcore Web development guru who’s running your own...

		

Extreme Exploits: Advanced Defenses Against Hardcore HacksMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Protect your network and web sites from malicious attacks with help from this cutting-edge guide. Extreme Exploits is packed with never-before-published advanced security techniques and concise instructions that explain how to defend against devastating vulnerabilities in software and network infrastructure. This book gives you detailed analyses...






		

The Robosapien Companion: Tips, Tricks, and Hacks (Technology in Action)Apress, 2005
You'll lovenThe Robosapien Companion: Tips, Tricks, and Hacks  whether you're a robotics expert or beginner. And whether you own a Robosapien or not, or are anticipating the V2 release, you'll learn about the workings and theory of this fun robot. An owner of several Robosapiens himself, author Jamie Samans covers everything from basics like...

		

UNIX Hints and HacksQue, 1999
UNIX Hints & Hacks is designed to instantly reward you through increased productivity and satisfaction with UNIX. Each and every hint and/or hack provides real value-not just a list of obvious procedures marked as secrets. Chapters on administration and networking will provide you with useful tips and tricks for...

		

Kingpin: How One Hacker Took Over the Billion-Dollar Cybercrime UndergroundCrown, 2011

	Former hacker Kevin Poulsen has, over the past decade, built a reputation as one of the top investigative reporters on the cybercrime beat. In Kingpin, he pours his unmatched access and expertise into book form for the first time, delivering a gripping cat-and-mouse narrative—and an unprecedented view into the twenty-first...






		

Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2015

	Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n Network ventures further into cutting-edge techniques and methods than its predecessor, Dissecting the Hack: The F0rb1dd3n Network. It forgoes the basics and delves straight into the action, as our heroes are chased around the world in a global race against the clock. The danger they face will...


		

Joe Grand's Best of Hardware, Wireless, & Game Console Hacking: Includes DVD with 20 Hacks in High-Res ColorSyngress Publishing, 2006
Before you start your hacking projects, you'll need the right arsenal of tools. For some hacks, you might need only a single screwdriver. For others, you could need a workshop complete with power tools and advanced electronic equipment. For the most part, it isn't necessary to have a world-class laboratory or top-of-the-line computer system to...

		

Retro Gaming HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Maybe it was the recent Atari 2600 milestone anniversary that fueled nostalgia for the golden days of computer and console gaming.  Every Game Boy must ponder his roots from time to time.  But whatever is driving the current retro gaming craze, one thing is certain: classic games are back for a big second act, and they're being...
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